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Abstract
We study segmented strings in flat space and in AdS3. In flat space, these well known
classical motions describe strings which at any instant of time are piecewise linear. In AdS3,
the worldsheet is composed of faces each of which is a region bounded by null geodesics in an
AdS2 subspace of AdS3. The time evolution can be described by specifying the null geodesic
motion of kinks in the string at which two segments are joined. The outcome of collisions of
kinks on the worldsheet can be worked out essentially using considerations of causality. We
study several examples of closed segmented strings in AdS3 and find an unexpected quasi-
periodic behavior. We also work out a WKB analysis of quantum states of yo-yo strings in
AdS3 and find a logarithmic term reminiscent of the logarithmic twist of string states on the
leading Regge trajectory.
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1 Introduction
Strings in flat space are simple because their dynamics is controlled by a free conformal field
theory (CFT). Strings in general curved spacetimes are relatively intractable because, even
if the constraint of conformal invariance is obeyed, the worldsheet CFT is too complicated to
solve. Strings in anti-de Sitter (AdS) space are a happy medium, where the worldsheet CFT
is interacting but is understood to be integrable. For entry points into the large literature
on integrability, see for example [1, 2]. Classical string solutions in AdS have been treated
systematically when their motion is a rigid rotation: As reviewed in [2], one can then map the
problem of finding their shape into an integrable one-dimensional Neumann model describing
some variant of an oscillator on a sphere. This method, together with some extensions, allows
for the construction of quite a variety of string states. Other methods, including Pohlmeyer
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reduction, Ba¨cklund transformations, coset methods, and the dressing method, have been
used to produce an extensive and varied collection of classical solutions: See for example
[3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13].
In this paper we focus on a class of classical string motions in AdS3 which can be analyzed
by elementary means. The string configurations can be thought of as segmented, where each
segment stretches along the intersection of a time-slice in AdS3 with an AdS2 subspace.
Tracking the motion of the string is as simple as tracking the lightlike motion of the points
where the segments join together. An analogous class of classical string motions in flat space
has been studied extensively starting with [14] and is central to the Lund model of mesons
[15]. In the Lund model, a basic ingredient is the yo-yo string, where a string starts at rest
stretched between two points, and then contracts inward until its endpoints meet. Then
it expands outward again until it regains its original length, and contracts once again. An
interesting point is that any piecewise linear string can be constructed as a union of boosted
yo-yos, joined up so that one endpoint matches with the next. There is a small caveat:
Generically, we may expect that a string solution does not have finite momentum localized
at a point, but yo-yos do, except when they reach their full length. We will adopt a simple
treatment where we think of dropping the endpoint momentum when two yo-yo solutions
are joined at their endpoints.1 Yo-yo strings were studied in AdS5 [16]. For earlier related
work see also [17].
A variant of the yo-yo is possible in AdS3, where a string undergoes yo-yo motions while
its center of mass stays fixed at the center of AdS3. Just as we can boost a yo-yo solution
in flat space, we can apply a (global) conformal transformation to a yo-yo solution in AdS3.
Even after an arbitrary global conformal transformation, the yo-yo will move in some AdS2
subspace of AdS3. We can assemble conformally transformed yo-yos in the same way as
in flat space, dropping endpoint momentum where yo-yo endpoints join together. In this
way we obtain the classical closed string motions we are interested in. Treating open string
motions similarly requires inclusion of localized momentum and is beyond our current scope.
The discussion of the previous two paragraphs leaves out an important aspect of time
evolution. If we are considering segmented strings with kinks where segments join, then as
the string propagates forward in time, we have to ask what happens when kinks collide. The
answer, it turns out, can be worked out almost completely from considerations of causality.
As a warm-up, in section 2 we will explain how segmented strings work in flat space. The
1This approach imposes some limits on the class of string solutions we are able to study. For example, we
cannot in this way study a string doubled over on itself, because as the doubled-over part contracts, finite
momentum collects at the kink.
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results are trivial in the sense that we are only recovering the results of free field theory. The
main results are in section 3, where we explain the evolution of segmented strings in AdS3 as
well as a partial account of initial conditions. Section 4 is devoted to energy considerations,
including computation of the conserved energy of strings in AdS3 and a WKB analysis of
energy levels. In section 5 we present some examples of motions of segmented strings in
AdS3 which are non-periodic.
2 Piecewise linear strings
Classical string trajectories in flat space must take the form
Xµ(τ, σ) =
1
2
(Y µR (τ − σ) + Y µL (τ + σ)) . (1)
As written, (1) is the general solution to the flat space string equations of motion written
in conformal gauge. The Virasoro constraints are satisfied if Y µR (ξ) and Y
µ
L (ξ) are null
trajectories in spacetime. Any such trajectory can be approximated by a piecewise linear
null trajectory. If we do this for Y µR and Y
µ
L , then the X
µ(τ, σ) are piecewise linear functions
of τ and σ. Such string motions are precisely the segmented strings we are interested in.
On any time slice (meaning a slice of constant X0), a segmented string must be a union of
line segments, each of whose center of mass follows a timelike trajectory while its endpoints
move at the speed of light. The endpoints are kinks where the direction of spatial extent of
the string along a fixed timeslice can change. Thus we see that segmented strings can indeed
be regarded as a union of boosted yo-yo solutions, except without endpoint momentum. The
time evolution of the string can easily be described by tracking the kinks until two kinks
collide. As we will explain, we can determine the “outcome” of such a collision, namely
the direction of two new kinks that come out of the collision, based on knowing only the
geometry of the string worldsheet in a small neighborhood of the collision. In other words,
to know the entire motion of a piecewise linear string, one has only to track the motion
and interactions of finitely many piecewise null geodesics on its worldsheet, using only local
information at the kinks.
The conclusions of the previous paragraph are trivial in the sense that we are only
restructuring the solution (1). But it is an appealing thought that the description of string
dynamics that we will give generalizes to the far less trivial problem of strings in curved
spacetime. In short, we make the following conjectures:
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• There are classical string trajectories in suitable curved spacetimes which can be com-
pletely described by tracking the piecewise null trajectories of finitely many points on
the string worldsheet, together with the direction of the string worldsheet running into
and out of each of these points.
• The space of all the trajectories capable of such description is dense in the space of all
possible classical string motions.
By “suitable curved spacetimes” we mean spacetimes in which strings can consistently
propagate—which in terms of conformal field theory means target spaces whose beta func-
tionals vanish.
Before exploring these conjectures further, let’s articulate in flat space exactly how a
description of classical string motion works when we specify data only in the vicinity of
several lightlike kinks. Let these kinks be numbered i = 1, 2, . . . , N , and let their spatial
positions be
~xi(t) = ~vit+ ~di . (2)
(Of course, the linear form (2) of ~xi(t) only applies piecewise: That is, ~vi and ~di change
discontinuously at special times when kinks collide.) Assume further that the string (which
we take to be oriented) runs into kink i along a spatial unit vector ~`i, and out of it along a
spatial unit vector ~ri. We can uniquely decompose
~vi = viL~`i + ~viT = viR~ri + ~viS (3)
where ~viT ⊥ ~`i and ~viS ⊥ ~ri. The velocity ~viT (~viS) is the transverse velocity of the string
running into (out of) the kink, and because this velocity must be timelike, the signed real
quantity viL (viR) must be non-zero. Similarly, viR must be non-zero. We make an important
restriction on the states we allow by requiring the product viLviR to be positive. Physically,
the kink must either be moving to the right along the string, in which case viR > 0, or
left along the string, in which case viR < 0. If we considered cases where viLviR < 0, then
we have to allow finite momentum at the kink, whose linear increase or decrease with time
would be part of the dynamics.
An additional constraint is that the string running out of kink i must connect with the
string running into kink i+ 1: That is, ~ri = ~`i+1 must be the unit vector in the direction of
~xi+1(t)− ~xi(t). There are now three subcases to consider:
• If kink i is right-moving while kink i+ 1 is left-moving, then the two kinks will collide
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at some future time t∗, and one can see that ~ri = ~`i+1 is the unit vector parallel to
~vi − ~vi+1.
• If kink i is left-moving while kink i+ 1 is right-moving, then the two kinks came out of
a collision at some earlier time t∗, and ~ri = ~`i+1 is the unit vector parallel to ~vi+1 − ~vi.
• If both kinks are right-moving, or both are left-moving, then ~vi = ~vi+1, and ~ri = ~`i+1
is the unit vector parallel to ~di+1 − ~di.
Here and below, what we mean by two vectors ~a and ~b being parallel is that ~a = λ~b for some
positive real number λ. If instead λ were negative, we would refer to ~a and ~b as anti-parallel.
Thus far, we have only described the time evolution of kinks in the absence of collisions
between kinks, along with consistency conditions that must be satisfied throughout that
time evolution. To describe a collision, first note that we must start with a right-moving
kink to the left of a left-moving kink and end up instead with a left-moving kink to the left
of a right-moving kink. The key point in predicting the outcome of a collision of kinks is
that the spatial orientation and transverse motion of the string running into the leftmost
kink cannot change: That is, ~`i and ~viT are unaltered by the collision. This conclusion can
be reached on grounds of causality applied to the string segment running into the leftmost
kink. Whatever happens at the collision, a piece of string at some finite distance away from
the collision cannot find out about it until the newly formed kink traverses back across the
string at the speed of light. By a similar argument, ~ri+1 and ~vi+1,S are unaltered. What does
happen at the collision is that kinks pass through one another, or bounce off each other, and
the leftmost one starts moving back along the worldsheet (i.e. to the left) while the rightmost
one moves forward along the worldsheet (i.e. to the right). The only way this can happen is
if the kink’s longitudinal velocities after the collision are given by
v˜iL = −viL v˜i+1,R = −vi+1,R (4)
By demanding that ~xi(t) and ~xi+1(t) are continuous at the time t = t∗ of the collision, we
straightforwardly obtain the relations
~˜di = ~di + 2viL~`it∗ ~˜di+1 = ~di+1 + 2vi+1,R~ri+1t∗ . (5)
Finally, we should ask in what spatial direction the string between the kinks runs along
after the collision. The answer is that this direction, ~ri = ~`i+1, is the unit vector parallel to
~˜vi+1 − ~˜vi.
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In summary: Equations (2)-(5) are sufficient to determine the motion of piecewise linear
strings assuming that there is no localized energy or momentum at the kinks between linear
segments. We could regard the case where there is localized energy or momentum at a kink
as a limit of a situation where a very short segment of string propagates at nearly the speed
of light.
3 Strings in AdS3
Let us now consider strings in AdS3, which we describe as the locus of points in R
2,2 satisfying
the equation
−(Y −1)2 − (Y 0)2 + (Y 1)2 + (Y 2)2 = −1 . (6)
We may parametrize the locus with coordinates (τ, ρ, φ) as
Y −1
Y 0
Y 1
Y 2
 =

cosh ρ cos τ
cosh ρ sin τ
sinh ρ cosφ
sinh ρ sinφ
 . (7)
AdS3 is in fact the universal covering space of the hyperboloid (6); in practical terms this
means that as global time τ evolves forward by 2pi, we do not return to the same point, but
instead to a new sheet of the covering space.
3.1 The yo-yo in AdS3
As in the introduction, we will start our discussion of string motions in AdS3 with the yo-yo.
Assume that at time τ = 0, the string starts at ρ = 0, and after some time it expands
to stretch from (ρ, φ) = (ρ∗, pi) to (ρ, φ) = (ρ∗, 0). This string lies wholly in the AdS2
submanifold specified by intersecting the hyperboloid (6) with the plane Y2 = 0. We rewrite
the equation Y2 = 0 as
kAY
A = 0 (8)
where kA = (0, 0, 0, 1) and we raise indices with the natural metric diag{−1,−1, 1, 1} on
R2,2. The right-moving endpoint of the yo-yo travels along the null geodesic
Y A(ξ) = hA + vAξ (9)
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where hA = (1, 0, 0, 0) and vA = (0, 1/
√
2, 1/
√
2, 0). (An important observation is that
(9) is a null geodesic both in the embedding spacetime R2,2 and on the hyperboloid AdS3
defined by (6).) Observe that h, k, and v are mutually orthogonal, and if we include also
uA = (0, 1/
√
2,−1/√2, 0) we have a basis
B = (h, k, u, v) (10)
which satisfies the relations
h2 = −1 k2 = 1 u2 = 0 v2 = 0
h · k = h · u = h · v = 0 k · u = k · v = 0 u · v = −1 .
(11)
An overall multiplicative factor on v can be adjusted at will, provided we correspondingly
rescale u to maintain the relation u · v = −1. Define now t as the unit vector field on AdS3
in the direction of d/dτ . We require that t · v and t · u are negative; that is, v and u are
future-directed. If it is desired to fix the freedom of adjusting v by an overall multiplicative
factor, we may additionally demand t · v = −1/√2. Note that in general it is not consistent
to demand additionally t · u = −1/√2.
Observe for the basis indicated below (9) that
vA = −ABCDhBkCvD (12)
where ABCD is antisymmetric with −1,0,1,2 = 1. If instead we started with vA = (0, 1/
√
2,
−1/√2, 0), with kA = (0, 0, 0, 1) and hA = (1, 0, 0, 0) as before, then to satisfy (11) we
would need uA = (0, 1/
√
2, 1/
√
2, 0), which results in a coordinate system with the opposite
orientation: That is, the explicit minus sign would be absent the right hand side of (12). We
will refer to a basis B satisfying (12) as having orientation σ(B) = +1, while if the explicit
minus were absent, we would say σ(B) = −1.
In summary, the right-moving kink at the tip of yo-yo can be characterized by a basis
BL with orientation +1, while the left-moving kink can be characterized by a basis BR of
orientation −1; and the bases BL and BR share the same vectors h and k, while the forward-
directed null vectors u and v are flipped between BL and BR, up to possible rescalings of
v (and hence u) which correspond to rescalings of ξL and ξR. The choice of the spacelike
vector k specifies the AdS2 subspace in which the yo-yo propagates; the timelike vector h
specifies the moment at which the two ends of the yo-yo begin to separate; and of course the
vectors vL and vR indicate the null directions within AdS2 in which the right-moving and
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left-moving kinks propagate.
It is easy enough to predict how the yo-yo will evolve because it remains always in the
same AdS2 subspace. Namely, the endpoints start off with some definite momentum, which
for simplicity we assume to be equal and opposite. (More technically, the sum of the energy
momentum vectors of the two endpoints at the initial point h where they coincide is in the
direction of t; if this is not the case we can change t by a conformal transformation to make it
so, amounting to some SO(2, 2) transformation on R2,2.) The energy and momentum bleed
off from the endpoint into the bulk of string as it extends in the spatial direction of AdS2
until no energy remains; then the endpoints snap back and propagate along null trajectories
back to a position in AdS2 which is h plus some positive multiple of t.
It will pay to give a slightly more explicit description of this motion in terms of the bases
BL and BR. For either basis (dropping the subscript for notational simplicity), the evolution
with affine parameter ξ along a null trajectory is given by
h(ξ) = h+ ξv k(ξ) = k u(ξ) = u− ξh− ξ
2
2
v v(ξ) = v , (13)
where h, k, u, and v on the right hand sides are understood to be the initial values at ξ = 0.
The evolution h(ξ) is what we mean by advancing along a null trajectory. Keeping k and
v constant simply means that we stay on a definite null trajectory within a definite AdS2
subspace. The form of u(ξ) is forced upon us by the requirement of preserving the orthogo-
nality relations (11). Alternatively, we may arrive at this evolution by parallel transporting
u along the null trajectory, using the natural connection on AdS3 (not the trivial connection
on R2,2). Note that the condition t · v = −1/√2 is not preserved by the evolution (13): A
direct calculation of t along the null geodesic yields
t(ξ) =
u+ v − ξh√
2 + ξ2
, (14)
so t(ξ) · v(ξ) = −1/√2 + ξ2.
Snap-back occurs at some value ξ = ξ∗ which depends on the initial energy and momen-
tum carried by the endpoints. Snap-back is easy to describe in terms of basis vectors: one
simply swaps v and u, keeping h and k the same. As a result, the orientation of each basis
flips. We may then reapply the time evolution (13) to each new basis, with the result that
the endpoints travel back toward one another as summarized previously. When they meet,
they should be understood to pass through one another, separating once more to the same
maximum distance before snapping back again.
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3.2 Closed strings in AdS3
The generalization of the yo-yo that we propose is the closest analog to piecewise linear
strings that can be achieved in AdS3. Namely, on a particular slice of constant global time
τ , let there be N kinks, which are cyclically arranged in the order in which the string passes
through them. The string is, by assumption, oriented and closed, so we think of the string
as starting at kink i = 1, proceeding to i = 2, and so on up to kink i = N , and finally
back to kink i = 1. For simplicity, we stipulate as before that there is no localized energy
or momentum at the kinks. Each kink is “decorated” with an “extended basis,” call it Bi,
which comprises six vectors in R2,2: dropping the index i for simplicity,
B = (h, j, k, w, u, v) . (15)
In addition to the relations (11), we demand also
j2 = 1 w2 = 0
h · j = h · w = 0 j · w = j · v = 0 w · v = −1 .
(16)
In short, (h, k, u, v) is a basis in the sense of (11), characterizing the string running out
from the kink, and (h, j, w, v) is another such basis characterizing the string running into the
kink. We also require that these two bases have the same orientation in the sense explained
following (12) (with w future-directed like v and u are); we will refer to this orientation as
σ(B) = ±1. Explicitly, if (12) holds as written, then we must also have
vA = −ABCDhBjCvD . (17)
If σ(B) = +1, then the corresponding kink is right-moving in the sense that the string
segment running into it (i.e. from the left in worldsheet terms) is lengthening with increasing
global time τ , while the string segment running out of it (i.e. to the right in worldsheet terms)
is shortening. If σ(B) = −1, then the kink is left-moving on the worldsheet.
Time evolution of the string worldsheet is a generalization of the discussion of the yo-yo.
The formula (13) may be augmented by the rules
j(ξ) = j w(ξ) = w − ξh− ξ
2
2
w (18)
and applied to each basis. We must arrange initial conditions so that adjacent kinks with
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opposite orientation collide either in the future or in the past, and so that the kinks’ trajec-
tories lie on a common AdS2 subspace. Let’s treat the case of a right-moving kink 1 and a
left-moving kink 2; then the collision must happen in the future. We first use (13) and (18) to
advance the kinks to the collision point. For simplicity we now drop all reference to ξ and sim-
ply assume that the extended bases B1 = (h1, j1, k1, w1, u1, v1) and B2 = (h2, j2, k2, w2, u2, v2)
satisfy
h1 = h2 k1 = j2 . (19)
To work through the logic of a collision, it helps to consider first the “outer” segments of
string, namely the string segment running into kink 1 and the segment running out of kink
2. These segments must remain in the same spatial orientation—that is, j1 and k2 are
unchanged. The reason is that if we go out a little way along either of the outer segment,
then we are spacelike separated from the collision itself, and nothing about the collision can
affect the motion of the string where we are. Of course, h1 and h2 are also unchanged. Let’s
improve notation and write
h˜1 = h˜2 = h1 = h2 j˜1 = j1 k˜2 = k2 , (20)
where a tilde is used to indicate data relating to after the collision. We may further reason
that
v˜1 = w1 w˜1 = v1 v˜2 = u2 u˜2 = v2 . (21)
The justification for v˜1 = w1 is that after the collision, it must travel in a forward-directed
null direction within the AdS2 subspace orthogonal to j1, and the only such direction other
than v1 is w1. Then we must have w˜1 = v1 to maintain orthogonality relations. The third
and fourth equations of (21) can be justified similarly. This reasoning is perfectly analogous
to the description of snap-back for the yo-yo. Note that due to swapping v1 and w1, now kink
1 has orientation −1 (that is, it is left-moving), while kink 2 has flipped its orientation to +1,
i.e. right-moving. Thus we preserve the order of the kinks through the collision; intuitively,
we think of the kinks as bouncing back off one another rather than passing through one
another.
In order to figure out what happens to the “inner” segment of string after the collision,
let’s first note that we know v˜1 and v˜2 from (21). These two null vectors at the collision
point uniquely determine the AdS2 subspace in which the inner segment of string must lie.
Because v˜1 and v˜2 form a null basis for the tangent space of this AdS2 subspace at the
collision point, it must be that u˜1 is some multiple of v˜2 and w˜2 is some multiple of v˜1; only
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then can (v˜1, u˜1) and (v˜2, w˜2) also be bases for the same AdS2 subspace at the collision point.
More specifically:
u˜1 = − v˜2
v˜1 · v˜2 w˜2 = −
v˜1
v˜1 · v˜2 , (22)
where the denominators enforce the relevant orthogonality relations. At this point, the only
vectors left are k˜1 and j˜2. These vectors determine the AdS2 subspace in which the inner
string propagates after the collision. But we already know which AdS2 we want: it is the one
through the collision point whose tangent space has basis (v˜1, u˜1), or equivalently (v˜2, w˜2).
It is straightforward to check that
k˜A1 = j˜
A
2 = −ABCDh˜B1 u˜C1 v˜D1 (23)
is the unique choice that will satisfy the orthogonality relations as well as (12) and (17) for
kink 2 (which is right-moving), and the same conditions without the explicit minus signs for
kink 1 (which is left-moving).
In (19) we stated the minimal set of preconditions on the bases B1 and B2 before the
collision required in order for the discussion (20)-(23) to make sense. In fact, if we run the
logic of the collision in reverse, we can deduce some additional preconditions relating to the
inner segment of string before the collision:
u1 = − v2
v1 · v2 w2 = −
v1
v1 · v2 k
A
1 = j
A
2 = −ABCDhB1 uC1 vD1 . (24)
3.3 Initial conditions
We have laid out string evolution so far without specifying exactly what initial conditions
one is supposed to evolve from, say on the time-slice τ = 0. A quick way out is to allow
precisely those initial conditions which, if evolved forward in time, lead to collisions where
the preconditions (19) and (24) are satisfied for every pair of colliding vertices, and if evolved
backward in time, lead to collisions where for any pair of colliding vertices, call them kinks
1 and 2, we have h˜1 = h˜2, k˜1 = j˜2, and (22).
2 In practice, we would like a more constructive
account of allowed initial conditions.
We do not have complete results, but we will offer here a construction of initial conditions
based on the assumption that one single collision of kinks occurs at time τ = 0. Let there be
2This set of constraints is sufficient provided we alternate right-moving and left-moving kinks. If there
are, for example, several left-moving kinks in a row, then we have to put constraints going forward in time on
the leftmost one, which undergoes a collision with the right-moving kink just to its left, and then constrain
the next-to-leftmost left-moving kink in terms of the right-moving kink emerging from said collision.
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N kinks total, with N stipulated to be an even number, and let the two kinks undergoing
a collision at τ = 0 be kinks number N − 1 and N . Specify first the desired positions
h1, h2, . . . , hN−1, hN at time τ = 0, with hN−1 = hN by assumption. Note that each position
may be expressed as
hi = (h
−1
i , 0,
~hi) where h
−1
i =
√
1 + ~h2i , (25)
and we use the short-hand ~X to mean the spatial components (X1, X2) of any vector in
R2,2. The positive sign in front of the square root in (25) must be chosen because that is
what corresponds to τ = 0 (rather than τ = pi). Thus in (25), the quantities that can be
freely specified are ~h1,~h2, . . . ,~hN−1, for a total of 2(N − 1) real free parameters, subject to
the condition that adjacent kinks must be distinct—and that includes the constraint that
~hN−1 = ~hN differs from ~h1.
Next, specify the spatial components ~v1 of the velocity v1. The condition h1 · v1 = 0
allows us to compute
v−11 =
~h1 · ~v1
h−11
, (26)
where we used τ = 0 to conclude h0 = 0. The condition v1 · v1 = 0 is now a quadratic
equation for v01 whose solution is
v01 =
√
~v 21 − (v−11 )2 . (27)
The quantity inside the square root must be positive because of the Schwarz inequality
applied to (26) together with h−11 =
√
1 + ~h21. We must choose the positive sign on the
square root in (27) because we want v1 to be future directed. Note that no consideration in
this paragraphs restricts ~v1 in any way, except that it should be non-zero in order for v1 as a
whole to be non-zero. Thus ~v1 adds two more free real parameters to the initial conditions,
for a total of 2N . We will see as we go on with our construction that not all values of ~v1 are
allowed.
The plan now is to figure out what v2 must be, then v3, and so forth up to vN−1. To
determine v2, we impose the condition that kinks 1 and 2 must collide at some future time
τ1, with no other kinks colliding with either 1 or 2 in the interval 0 < τ < τ1. (The case
where kinks 1 and 2 collide at some time in the past proceeds almost identically.) Then we
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must be able to solve the equations
h1 + ξ1v1 = h2 + ζ2v2 v2 · v2 = h2 · v2 = 0 . (28)
Moreover, the affine times ξ1 and ζ2 that elapse before kinks collide must be positive. We
are free to rescale v2 by a positive factor; let us use this freedom to set ζ2 = ξ1. Defining
∆hi = hi+1 − hi for 1 ≤ i < N , (29)
one can easily check that the unique solution for ξ1 = ζ2 and v2 is
ξ1 = ζ2 =
(∆h1)
2
2∆h1 · v1 v2 = v1 − 2
∆h1 · v1
(∆h1)2
∆h1 . (30)
Note that our assumption that h1 and h2 are distinct implies (∆h1)
2 > 0, since this inequality
is the statement that h1 and h2 are spacelike separated. So we must have ∆h1 ·v1 > 0, which
can be re-expressed as the constraint
h2 · v1 > 0 , (31)
or, after the use of (26),
~v1 ·
(
~h2
h−12
−
~h1
h−11
)
> 0 . (32)
We next require that kinks 2 and 3 must have collided at some time τ2 in the past, with no
collisions of any other kinks with 2 or 3 for τ2 < τ < 0, and we use similar manipulations to
compute v3. Likewise we require that kinks 3 and 4 will collide at some time in the future
(with the usual restriction against collisions with other kinks) and obtain v4—and so forth,
with alternating past and future collisions, until we reach kink N − 1. The result of all these
computations can be summarized by the relations
vi+1 = vi − 2∆hi · vi
(∆hi)2
∆hi (33)
and
(−1)i+1hi+1 · vi > 0 (−1)i+1~vi ·
(
~hi+1
h−1i+1
−
~hi
h−1i
)
> 0 , (34)
all for 1 ≤ i < N − 1. For fixed i, the two inequalities in (34) are equivalent.
The only kink velocity yet to be specified is vN . We start as before with the requirement
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that kinks N and 1 must have collided at some time τN in the past without having collided
with other kinks in the time interval τN < τ < 0:
hN + ξNvN = h1 + ζ1v1 vN · vN = hN · vN = 0 , (35)
with ξN = ζ1 < 0. We immediately obtain
vN = v1 + 2
∆hN · v1
(∆hN)2
∆hN (36)
and the equivalent constraints
hN · v1 < 0 ~v1 ·
(
~hN
h−1N
−
~h1
h−11
)
< 0 , (37)
where we have defined
∆hN = h1 − hN . (38)
The utility of working on a time-slice such that hN−1 = hN is that the equation
hN−1 + ξN−1vN−1 = hN + ζNvN (39)
imposes no further conditions on the vi: this is because ξN−1 = ζN = 0. If instead we required
all adjacent hi to be distinct (including hN and h1), then we would have to require (33) and
(34) for i = 1, 2, . . . , N , understanding that i = N + 1 is identified with i = 1. The trouble
with this is that the requirement that vN+1 as computed from iterating (33) once around the
string should match v1 becomes a consistency constraint on h1, h2, . . . , hN together with v1
which is difficult to solve explicitly, at least for general N . By way of contrast, our approach
allows us to freely specify ~h1,~h2, . . . ,~hN−1, and ~v1 and then calculate the remaining ~vi using
the equations (33) and (36), which are linear in the ~vi.
3
However, the choice of ~v1 is not really free: We have the inequalities (34) and (37), and
since all the ~vi are linear functions of ~v1, these inequalities can be cast in the form ~bi ·~v1 > 0
for some collection of N − 1 vectors ~bi, where i = 1, 2, . . . , N − 2, N according to the value
of i in the original inequality from which ~bi arose. Each of these inequalities restricts ~v1 to a
different half-plane in R2, so the combination of all of them restricts ~v1 to a wedge bounded
3In light of the non-linear relation (27) between vi and ~vi, one may question whether (33) and (36) really
are linear in the ~vi. The answer is that they are, because the zero component of vi doesn’t participate in
(33) and (36).
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by rays starting at the origin. Depending on the choice of ~h1,~h2, . . . ,~hN−1, this wedge may
be non-empty, empty, or in a non-generic case, composed of only a single ray starting at the
origin. Excluding this non-generic case from consideration, we see that the parameter space
of initial conditions that we have developed is indeed 2N -dimensional.
With the construction just described, kinks with odd i are right-moving, while kinks with
even i are left-moving. This applies to kinks N − 1 and N provided we think of them as
describing the state just before their collision at τ = 0. Intuitively, the orientations are as
we described because, for example, kink 1 starts off to the left of kink 2 and then collides
with it—so 1 must be right-moving while 2 is left-moving. To complete the construction of
initial conditions, we should make sure that we can construct bases Bi for each kink with the
appropriate orientation. Just before the collision of kinks 1 and 2, we may use the formulas
(24) to extract k1 and j2. Because neither 1 nor 2 experiences any collisions for 0 < τ < τ1,
k1 and j2 remain unchanged over this interval, and may therefore be used at τ = 0. (24)
also tells us u1 and w2 at τ = τ1, and these values may be propagated backward using a
formula similar to (18) to τ = 0. The question of orientations can be settled immediately:
given the expressions for k1 and j2 in (24), it is immediate that (12) holds for kink 1 as
written, and (17) holds for kink 2 without the explicit minus sign. We may then proceed
to the collision between kinks 2 and 3 at time τ2 < 0 and use (23) with 1 → 2 and 2 → 3
to deduce k2 and j3 (we have dropped tildes since it is understood that we are interested in
basis vectors just after the collision). (22) with 1 → 2 and 2 → 3 (and dropping tildes as
before) enables us to compute u2 and w3. Orientation is straightforwardly verified starting
with (23). The construction of the remaining Bi proceeds similarly, with the collision of
N − 1 and N being simplest of all since one uses (24) directly at τ = 0 without having to
perform any subsequent evolution of uN−1 or wN .
It is worth noting that the alternating orientations we set up in the initial conditions
do not generically persist as the string evolves forward in time. Indeed, the orientations of
kinks N − 3, N − 2, N − 1, N, 1, 2 go from perfect alternation (right-left-right-left-right-left)
for τ small and negative to a different pattern (right-left-left-right-right-left) for τ small and
positive, with perfect alternation elsewhere along the string for small enough τ .
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4 Energy considerations
As a test of our analysis, we should be able to check that the total energy of a segmented
string is conserved over time. To this end we first consider the action
S = − 1
4piα′
∫
M
d2σ
√−hhab∂aXµ∂bXνGµν (40)
and formulate the worldsheet currents of spacetime energy-momentum:
P aµ = −
1
2piα′
√−hhabGµν∂bXν (41)
Then the equation of motion following from (40) is
∂aP
a
µ − Γκµλ∂aXλP aκ = 0 , (42)
and if ζµ is a forward-directed, timelike Killing vector, we can define
Eζ = −
∫
dσ ζµP τµ , (43)
which is constant, in the sense ∂τEζ = 0 when the equations of motion are obeyed. (We can
be more general: For example, if ζµ is spacelike, then Eζ would be a conserved momentum.
Making ζµ forward-directed and timelike is the case we are interested in currently because we
want Eζ to be a measure of energy which is positive when τ increases as one moves forward
in spacetime time.)
4.1 Energy of strings in AdS3
In AdS3, we can choose ζ = ∂τ , and also we identify the worldsheet coordinate τ with the
AdS3 coordinate τ . Then we arrive at the definition of energy we will use:
E = −
∫
dσ P ττ . (44)
Next we want to evaluate the integral (44) on a segment of string across an AdS2 at a fixed
time τ .
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As we have seen, an AdS2 face is specified by a vector k with k ·k = 1. Suppose we write
k−1
k0
k1
k2
 =

sinhκ cosµ
sinhκ sinµ
coshκ cos θ
coshκ sin θ
 . (45)
Then, using (7), the AdS2 face is all points Y such that
k · Y = − cosh ρ sinhκ cos(µ− τ) + sinh ρ coshκ cos(θ − φ) = 0 . (46)
Let us first treat the generic case where neither term in the middle expression in (46) vanishes
separately. Then we may solve for ρ in terms of φ:
ρ = arccoth
(
cos(θ − φ)
cos(µ− τ) cothκ
)
. (47)
Note that the right hand side is a one-to-one function of φ when the image is required to
be real. As a result, φ is a good coordinate on the worldsheet segment under consideration.
One can show that
P ττ =
1
2piα′
cos(µ− τ) sinhκ cos(θ − φ) [1− cos2(µ− τ) tanh2 κ][
cos2(θ − φ)− cos2(µ− τ) tanh2 κ]3/2 , (48)
and one must choose the sign on the square root in the denominator to make P ττ positive.
The energy integral between two points h1 and h2 (both on the same timeslice as before) is
E12 =
∣∣∣∣∫ φ2
φ1
dφP ττ
∣∣∣∣ . (49)
This integral can be done explicitly in terms of elementary functions, but we do not have a
sufficiently simplified expression for the answer to make it useful to record explicitly here.
If both terms in the middle expression in (46) vanish separately, then the treatment
becomes a bit more subtle. In general, ρ will be non-constant along the segment we are
interested in, and therefore we must have cos(θ − φ) = 0. This means that φ is constant,
at least on the spatial slice where we are trying to evaluate the energy. Therefore, φ is not
a good worldsheet coordinate. It turns out that the best choice of coordinates comes from
first rotating space so that θ = pi/2, so that the string runs along the φ = 0 direction, and
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then introducing new coordinates
Xµ = (τ, Y 1, Y 2) , (50)
where in terms of old coordinates, (Y 1, Y 2) = (cosh ρ cosφ, cosh ρ sinφ). As usual we identify
worldsheet τ with the AdS3 coordinate τ . Because the string runs along the φ = 0 direction
on the timeslice of interest, we can parametrize the spatial direction of the string with Y 1.
In short, σa = (τ, Y 1). Noting that kA = (sinhκ cosµ, sinhκ sinµ, 0, coshκ) in the new
coordinate system, we find
P ττ =
1
2piα′
1− (Y 1)2 cos2(µ− τ) tanh2 κ√
1− 1
2
[1 + (Y 1)2 − (1− (Y 1)2) cos(2(µ− τ))] tanh2 κ
, (51)
where the square root is chosen to make P ττ positive. The energy may be evaluated as
E12 =
∣∣∣∣∣
∫ h12
h11
dY 1 P ττ
∣∣∣∣∣ , (52)
where it is understood that h11 and h
1
2 are the Y
1 components of the endpoints of the string
segment on the timeslice of interest. The indefinite integral of P ττ with respect to Y
1 can be
performed, but again its explicit form is unenlightening.
The total energy of a closed string made out of N segments is
Etot =
N∑
i=1
Ei,i+1 , (53)
where we identify N + 1 with 1. The way we have organized our presentation here, it is not
transparent that Etot must be constant; but conservation still follows by a general integration
by parts argument on the worldsheet as a whole.
4.2 An example in AdS3
Let’s consider an example where there are N = 4 vertices in AdS3. Let the initial configu-
ration at τ = 0 be a perfect square with corners at φ = pi/2, pi, 3pi/2, and 0, corresponding
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to i = 1, 2, 3, and 4, all at the same value ρ = ρ0. Thus
hj =

cosh ρ0
0
sinh ρ0 cos
jpi
2
sinh ρ0 sin
jpi
2
 . (54)
Let the initial velocities be
vj =

0
1
−(−1)j sin jpi
2
(−1)j cos jpi
2
 . (55)
The first collision after time τ = 0 occurs at a time τ = ∆τ/2 where
∆τ = 2 arctan tanh ρ0 . (56)
At this time, one can easily see that
h1 = h4 =

cosh ρ0
sinh ρ0
sinh ρ0
sinh ρ0
 h2 = h3 =

cosh ρ0
sinh ρ0
− sinh ρ0
− sinh ρ0
 . (57)
One can check that after an additional interval of time ∆τ/2, the string is again in the form
of a perfect square, and after another such interval there is another double collision, with
the string orthogonal to its configuration as indicated in (57).
Now consider the energy of this string at τ = 0. Because of symmetry, we can look at
only one side of the square and then multiply the result by 4. To proceed with the segment
between kink 4 and kink 1, we first need to observe that the vector k that defines the AdS2
face along which this segment runs is
k =

sinh ρ0
cosh ρ0
cosh ρ0
cosh ρ0
 , (58)
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from which we immediately extract
θ =
pi
4
κ = arcsinh(
√
2 cosh ρ0) µ = arctan coth ρ0 . (59)
Starting from (48)-(49), one can show that the total energy is
Etot = 4E41 =
4 sinh 2ρ0
2piα′
. (60)
As a spot-check of our calculations in the previous section, one can re-evaluate the energy
at time τ = −∆τ/2. This is a convenient time to choose because the string spans its widest
extent on the AdS2 face described by (58). After rotating coordinates as described above
(50), the extent of the string is from Y 1 = −√2 sinh ρ0 to Y 1 =
√
2 sinh ρ0. Applying
(51)-(52) with τ = −∆τ/2, one swiftly arrives at
Etot = 2E41 =
4 sinh 2ρ0
2piα′
, (61)
where the first equality follows from noting that at time τ = −∆τ/2, the string runs from h0
to h1 and then doubles back on itself to run back from h2 = h1 to h3 = h4. The agreement
between the final expressions in (60) and (61) is a consequence of energy conservation and
serves as the desired spot-check.
4.3 Semi-classical analysis of yo-yo strings in AdS5
In [3], long folded strings were considered which spin rigidly in global AdS5, and which
are argued to be dual to operators in N = 4 super-Yang-Mills theory involving many
gauge-covariant derivatives, such as trXI∇(µ1 · · · ∇µS)XI . Here (· · · ) indicates traceless sym-
metrization so as to obtain a spin-S representation. The main calculation focuses on a string
state whose dual operator is more precisely described as trXI∇SzXI where ∇z = ∇2 − i∇3,
and ∇2 and ∇3 are understood as covariant derivatives in two chosen spatial directions. The
energy E of the string state in global AdS5 (rendered dimensionless by a factor of the AdS5
radius L) is interpreted as the dimension of the dual operator, while the angular momentum
of the string state is just S. An interesting expression for the twist,
∆− S =
√
λ
pi
log
S√
λ
+O(S0) , (62)
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was recognized as relating to the cusp anomalous dimension of Wilson loops. A significant
fraction of the integrability literature has been devoted to expanded understanding of this
type of string / operator mapping, together with the field theory analysis of the field theory
operators. In this section, we would like to pursue the semi-classical quantization of the
yo-yo string in order to probe its possible relation to operators similar to the ones that
describe the folded spinning string. For a related calculation based on a different classical
string motion, see [18].
So far we have considered the yo-yo string in AdS3, but the generalization to any dimen-
sion of anti-de Sitter space is obvious; in AdS of any dimension, the string worldsheet still
stays within an AdS2 subspace. We will focus on AdS5. Following the presentation of [16],
we write an action
S = − 1
4piα′
∫
M
d2σ
√−hhab∂aXµ∂bXνGµν +
∫
∂M
dξ
1
2η
X˙µX˙νGµν , (63)
where the second term is included to describe momentum at the endpoints, since in this
section we are considering a single AdS5 yo-yo. Here hab is the worldsheet metric, determined
up to a conformal factor by its equation of motion, and η = η(ξ) is the einbein on the
boundary, whose choice is equivalent to choosing a particular coordinate ξ to parametrize
the boundary. We will consider motions in global AdS5, described as
ds2 = L2(− cosh2 ρ dt2 + dρ2 + sinh2 ρ dΩ23) , (64)
where dΩ23 is the metric on a unit S
3. For simplicity, let us set the AdS5 radius L = 1.
To treat the folded string efficiently, we use t and ρ to parametrize the worldsheet; only
ρ runs from 0 to ∞, such that this parametrizes only half of the worldsheet of the yo-yo
centered around the origin. We thus integrate over only half the worldsheet, but will then
double the resulting action. Also, we parametrize the boundary using ξ = t; its location will
be denoted ρ∗(t). The action can be rewritten as
S =
∫
dtL (65)
where
L = − 2
piα′
∫ ρ∗
0
dρ cosh ρ+
1
η
(− cosh2 ρ∗ + ρ˙2∗) = −
2
piα′
sinh ρ∗ +
1
η
(− cosh2 ρ∗ + ρ˙2∗) . (66)
The coefficient −2/piα′ on the first term comes from the coefficient −1/4piα′ on the first term
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of (63). One factor of 2 comes from plugging in the worldsheet metric for hab; another comes
from the fact that the string is doubled over; and a third comes from the fact that we only
parametrized the ρ > 0 half of the string. Likewise the 1/η coefficient comes from 1/2η in
(63), doubled because our parametrization only tracks one of the two endpoints.
We will now simplify notation by replacing ρ∗ by ρ. We observe that the equation of
motion for η simply enforces that the endpoint should move along a null trajectory. We now
form the Hamiltonian
H = pρ˙− L
=
1
η
(ρ˙∓ cosh ρ)2 ± 2
η
ρ˙ cosh ρ+
2
piα′
sinh ρ
= |p| cosh ρ+ 2
piα′
sinh ρ .
(67)
In the last line we have used the null trajectory condition on the endpoint. Alternatively,
we could form H as the integral of P tt plus endpoint contributions.
The WKB condition, used to describe a quarter of a full cycle of the motion in which the
endpoint of the string starts at ρ = 0 and proceeds to its maximum value ρ0, reads
pi
2
N =
∫ ρ0
0
dρ p(ρ) (68)
where N is the excitation level and p(ρ) is obtained by solving the equation H = E. Thus
pi
2
N =
∫ ρ0
0
dρ sech ρ
(
E − 2
piα′
sinh ρ
)
. (69)
We determine ρ0 by setting p(ρ0) = 0. When ρ0 is large, we readily find
E −N = 4
pi2α′
logN +O(N0) . (70)
The simplest explanation of the logarithmic term in (70) is that the yo-yo strings are mapped
to operators which are similar to the trXI∇SzXI operators of [3], where ∇z = 12(∇2 − i∇3)
and ∇i for i = 1, 2, 3 are the gauge-covariant derivatives in the three spatial directions
of the boundary theory. Specifically, consider the operator trXI∇N1 XI . This operator
does not transform in a definite representation of the rotation group, but it overlaps with
representations with spin up to N and is annihilated by rotations which preserve the direction
of the 1 axis. Heuristically, then, it is a good candidate to be mapped to the yo-yo string,
which also is invariant under an abelian subgroup of rotations but can be understood to have
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a large total angular momentum. A striking aspect of (70) is that the coefficient of logN is
4/pi times the result of (62), and we do not have a clear account for why this factor should
be present.
5 Further examples
We now discuss four example evolutions of segmented strings. The first and easiest example
is the square; then we deal with the regular hexagon and the regular octagon, followed by
an example of irregular shape, namely an irregular hexagon.
We have written an algorithm in Mathematica that iterates the collisions. In particular
we focus our attention on the analysis of the periodicity of the motion and on the conservation
of the energy of the aforementioned systems of strings of various shapes. Anticipating our
results, we find that the motion is periodic only in the case of the square. For other regular
and irregular shapes taken into consideration the motion does not repeat itself periodically, at
least not on the timescales we analyzed. Nevertheless, we verified that the energy is conserved
in all cases, and this constitutes a nontrivial check of the correctness of the algorithm we
used in the evolution of the motion.
As discussed in section 3.3, for each considered shape of an even number (N) of kinks we
will need to specify ~h1,~h2, . . . ,~hN−1 and ~v1, in order to be able to fully determine the initial
conditions. For the regular N -gon, this comes down to specifying the N -gon radius r, offset
angle φ (defined as the angle the first vertex makes with the Y 1-axis), sign σ and magnitude
of velocity v in the general formulas
hN =
(√
1 + r2, 0, r cos
(
(i− 1)2pi
N
+ φ
)
, r sin
(
(i− 1)2pi
N
+ φ
))
, (71)
vN =
(
0, v, −σ(−1)iv sin
(
(i− 1)2pi
N
+ φ
)
, σ(−1)iv cos
(
(i− 1)2pi
N
+ φ
))
(72)
with i = 1, . . . , N .
In addition to snapshots of the string configurations shown below, we provide videos of
the evolution of the string for all our examples online, see [19].
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5.1 Square
As discussed earlier in section 4.2, the motion of the square is periodic, with a time interval
∆τ between collisions and a conserved energy E that can both be calculated analytically. We
performed a check on this by running the program for a square (N = 4) with initial conditions
specified by choosing r =
√
2, φ = pi/4, σ = 1 and v = r =
√
2 in formulas (71)-(72). See [20]
for the video of the evolution of the configuration. Due to the symmetry of the initial string
configuration, two collisions of neighboring vertices always happen simultaneously. We have
tracked the motion for 60 collision events, i. e., for the first 120 collisions of vertex pairs. We
observe that the events are equally spaced in AdS3 time, with
∆τ = 1.36944 . (73)
This means that each vertex undergoes collisions with a period of ∆τ . The energy is con-
served at a value of E = 1
2piα′ × 19.5959. It is easy to see that these values agree with (56)
and (60).
We will see in the next examples that the string trajectories are no longer periodic once
N > 4, even when we deal with regular shapes.
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5.2 Regular hexagon
The initial h and v for the regular hexagon (N = 6) are shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Initial values of vectors hi and vi for the regular hexagon.
h1 h2 h3 h4 h5 h6
−1
√
7
2
√
7
2
√
7
2
√
7
2
√
7
2
√
7
2
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 3
4
0 −3
4
−3
4
0 3
4
2
√
3
4
√
3
2
√
3
4
√
3
4
√
3
2
−
√
3
4
v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 v6
−1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 −1
2
1 −1
2
−1
2
1 −1
2
2
√
3
2
0 −
√
3
2
√
3
2
0 −
√
3
2
They follow from setting r =
√
3/2, φ = pi/6, σ = −1 and v = 1 in formulas (71)–(72).
We let the system evolve and find a more elaborate pattern for the motion of the strings.
The sequence in Fig. 1 represents the motion from the beginning until the third set of
collisions. Due to the symmetry of the initial configuration, all pairs of neighboring vertices
always collide simultaneously. In other words, every set of collisions comprises three collisions
of vertex pairs. A video of the evolution of the motion for the hexagon can be found in [21].
Conservation of energy is a useful check on the numerics. We find that
E =
1
2piα′
× 7.93725 (74)
is indeed constant throughout the motion. The motion does not appear to be periodic, but a
sort of quasi-periodicity is evident from the plot in Fig. 2 of the first 59 intervals ∆τi between
collisions against the times τi at which they occur. We will characterize this quasi-periodicity
more precisely in section 5.5.
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Figure 1: Pattern of motion of the regular hexagon for 0 ≤ τ ≤ 2.2. The string configuration
is projected onto the Poincare´ disk. Due to the regularity of the initial conditions, all vertex-
pair collisions always happen simultaneously. The plots in the right column show the first
nine (= 3× 3) collisions.
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(a) Collision time intervals ∆τi in AdS units, plotted versus the time τi at the upper end of the
respective interval. At every data point three collisions happen simultaneously. The solid lines are
fits of the form a+ b sin(ωτi + φ).
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(b) Residues of the fit shown in the upper panel, plotted versus the time τi of collision.
Figure 2: Collision time intervals for the regular hexagon. Apparently, the data points can,
alternatingly, be described by shifted sines (upper panel), with residues of order 10−2 (lower
panel).
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5.3 Regular octagon
We constructed the initial conditions for the regular octagon starting from formulas (71)
and (72) with N = 8, r = 1, φ = pi/4, σ = −1 and v = r = 1 (with the resulting initial h
and v shown in Table 2 for completeness). The video of the motion of the regular octagon
configuration can be found in [22]. Similar to the case of the regular hexagon, four vertex-pair
collisions always happen simultaneously. The energy is conserved, as it must be, assuming
the constant value
E =
1
2piα′
× 9.37258 (75)
throughout the motion. As before, the motion is not periodic, but quasi-periodicity can be
observed in the plot in Fig. 3 of the first 59 intervals ∆τi between collisions.
Table 2: Initial values of vectors hi and vi for the regular octagon.
h1 h2 h3 h4 h5 h6 h7 h8
−1 √2 √2 √2 √2 √2 √2 √2 √2
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1√
2
0 − 1√
2
−1 − 1√
2
0 1√
2
1
2 1√
2
1 1√
2
0 − 1√
2
−1 − 1√
2
0
v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 v6 v7 v8
−1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 − 1√
2
1 − 1√
2
0 1√
2
−1 1√
2
0
2 1√
2
0 − 1√
2
1 − 1√
2
0 1√
2
−1
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(a) Collision time intervals ∆τi in AdS units, plotted versus the time τi at the upper end of the
respective interval. At every data point four collisions happen simultaneously. The solid lines are
fits of the form a+ b sin(ωτi + φ).
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(b) Residues of the fit shown in the upper panel, plotted versus the times τi of collision.
Figure 3: Collision time intervals for the regular octagon. Apparently, the data points can,
alternatingly, be described by shifted sines (upper panel), with residues of order 10−2 (lower
panel).
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5.4 Irregular hexagon
For the irregular hexagon, the spatial values of the positions hN and velocity v1 can be
specified more arbitrarily. Table 3 shows the numbers we used as input to run the program
(with finite precision in this case).
Table 3: Initial values of vectors hi and vi for the irregular hexagon.
h1 h2 h3 h4 h5 h6
−1 1.40046 1.40046 1.2929 1.2929 1.35095 1.35095
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0.845877 0.00640535 −0.715193 −0.715193 0.0119017 0.780614
2 0.495763 0.980432 0.400119 −0.400119 −0.908246 −0.46443
v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 v6
−1 0.187146 0.187146 −0.0467448 −0.0467448 0.0674737 0.0674737
0 1.16403 1.16403 0.952793 0.952793 1.0514 1.0514
1 −0.35 1.15 −0.4 −0.4 1.05 −0.45
2 1.12583 0.259808 −0.866025 0.866025 −0.0866025 −0.952628
The resulting irregular motion is depicted in Fig 4 and shown in the video [23]. As in the
other examples considered, the irregular hexagon passes the non-trivial check that energy is
conserved during the evolution of the vertices, at a value of
E =
1
2piα′
× 8.56488. (76)
The pattern of collision time intervals, shown in Fig 5, is irregular, as expected. No periodic
structure can be distinguished.
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Figure 4: Pattern of motion for the irregular hexagon for 0 ≤ τ ≤ 2.28. The string config-
uration is projected onto the Poincare´ disk. As opposed to the case of the regular hexagon
and octagon, collisions of vertex pairs do not happen at the same time. The plots show the
string motion up to the ninth collision.
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Figure 5: Collision time intervals ∆τi in AdS units for the irregular hexagon, plotted versus
the time τi at the upper end of the respective interval.
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5.5 Patterns in the collision time intervals
For the regular N -gons with N > 4 that we consider, viz. the regular hexagon and octagon
in sections 5.2 and 5.3, respectively, we found that the motion is not periodic in time. Quite
intriguingly, however, the time intervals between subsequent collisions can be fitted with
shifted sine functions. In the case of the hexagon, the collision time intervals ∆τi appear
to alternatingly follow one of two sines, cf. Fig. 2, whereas for the octagon there are three
sines, cf. Fig. 3. In each of the cases, the different oscillations that we discern share the
same frequency to high accuracy.
More precisely, we were able to fit the numerical data for the hexagon to the form
∆τi =
a+ b sin(ωτi + φ) for odd ia+ b sin(ωτi + φ+ pi) for even i (77)
and the best fit parameters are
a = 0.883603 , b = 0.169865 , ω = 0.590824 , φ = 1.30763 . (78)
The residuals of the fit are on order 10−2, which is small but numerically significant: see the
lower panel of Fig. 2. Sinusoidal structure can be detected in the residuals.
The numerical data for the octagon can similarly be fit to the form
∆τi =

a+ b sin(ωτi + φ) for i ≡ 1 (mod 3)
a+ b sin(ωτi + φ+ 2pi/3) for i ≡ 2 (mod 3)
a+ b sin(ωτi + φ+ 4pi/3) for i ≡ 0 (mod 3)
(79)
and the best fit parameters are
a = 0.777052 , b = 0.222491 , ω = 0.182199 , φ = 0.466574 (80)
with slightly larger residuals than in the case of the hexagon. As before, sinusoidal behavior
can be detected in the residuals: see the lower panel of Fig. 3.
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6 Conclusions
We have explained segmented string solutions in flat space and in AdS3, where in a given
time snapshot each segment is in the flat space case a straight line, or in the AdS3 case the
intersection of an AdS2 subspace and a surface of fixed global time. Tracking the motion of
these segments is easy until their endpoints collide. As we have argued, the outcome of such
collisions is in fact straightforward to predict based on considerations that can be phrased
entirely locally, in terms of information arbitrarily close to the collision. The result is a
pleasingly sparse specification of classical string motions, which however are exact solutions
of the string equations of motion.
In flat space, all classical string motions with finite energy are periodic up to an overall
motion of the center of mass, and of course segmented strings inherit this property. In AdS3,
the simplest segmented motions are periodic, but less simple ones are not, at least as far as
we can tell. Instead we have numerical hints of a notion of quasi-periodicity, in which the
time between vertex collisions cycles among several periodic functions, with small residuals
which may themselves have similar representations. It seems likely that some aspect of
integrability is at work, and it would clearly be appealing to find a representation of these
segmented motions that makes their almost-quasi-periodic behavior manifest.
It is obvious in flat space that segmented strings can be used to approximate an arbitrary
string trajectory to any desired accuracy. The simplest argument to this effect is the one
following (1), namely that arbitrary YR and YL with null tangents can be approximated by
piecewise linear YR and YL where each piece is null. We have not shown that an analogous
statement holds in AdS3, but it seems to us likely that it does. Is there something fundamen-
tal about approximating a classical string by a collection of yo-yo solutions bound together
at their endpoints? Is some quantum mechanical treatment available based on such a pic-
ture? A first step toward answering the second question might be to make a more systematic
study of quantum states of the yo-yo, beyond the semi-classical regime, or in some improved
version of the WKB treatment that we gave.
For simplicity, we have avoided localized momentum at the kinks where segments join
together. This seems unnatural from the point of view of the previous paragraph, where we do
our best to take seriously the assemblage of yo-yo solutions as a guide to the actual dynamics
of strings. We believe that localized momentum could be included in our formalism, though
obviously it would complicate the treatment of kink collisions. However, from a certain point
of view it should be unnecessary. Localized momentum at a kink can be approximated by
replacing the kink by two kinks very close to one another with a string segment between them
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that moves nearly at the speed of light. This claim can be demonstrated easily for specific
motions. For example, a string that is doubled over on itself to form a closed string version
of the yo-yo can be converted into a very thin rectangle. A more general demonstration
would be desirable.
Localized momentum presents an interesting conceptual puzzle. What happens if we start
with a very long straight string, in flat space or anti-de Sitter space, and let it collapse inward?
The localized momentum at each endpoint accumulates until it back-reacts significantly on
the metric, producing some version of an Aichelburg-Sexl metric, with a string coming out
one side. When these shock waves collide, a black hole is formed. What comes next in the
evolution? In the classical gravity picture, all that is left is a horizon, which presumably
settles down to a spherical shape after some non-linear ringing. Do the early stages of
the ringing approximately follow the perturbative motion of a string re-emerging from the
collision with finite momentum at its endpoints? Or is the perturbative picture essentially
lost because of the strong gravitational interactions?
Note added
While this paper was in preparation, we received [24], which has some overlap with the
present work.
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